SIMPLIFY YOUR PBIS PROGRAM

PBIS REWARDS helps schools create a positive climate in which every student can learn and grow academically, socially, and emotionally.
Automate Incentives
No more giving paper tickets to reward students for positive behavior. This school-wide application makes it easy to reward students anytime, anywhere.

Simplify Referrals
Use customizable discipline referral forms to track referrals from generation to completion. The Referral Dashboard will generate specific reports including school-wide, by grade level, time of day and many other criteria.

Teachers Love Rewards
Reward your Teachers, too! Administrators can award points to teachers and staff to redeem in the Teacher Store.

Customizable School Store
Set up your school store and make it all your own. Motivate students with events, tangibles, and intangible items, and assign point totals for purchases. The App will deduct points from student accounts as students make purchases.

Proven Results
PBIS programs produce improved behavior; PBIS Rewards simplifies the PBIS framework implementation for your school.

Strengthen Relationships
Improving students’ relationships with teachers should be the highest priority when implementing a PBIS plan. PBIS Rewards will help you implement your plan with fidelity.

Measure Effectiveness
Track incentives given and compare them to referrals using reports and graphs that measure student and teacher progress.

Communicate with Parents and Students
Share information easily among teachers, students, and parents with the PBIS Rewards Suite of PBIS apps. Students can use the Student App to see how they are doing and set goals to save points to use in the school store. The Parent App gives parents information to help their student and reinforce positive behavior at home.
"The PBIS Reward system has positively transformed my classroom. My students work hard to earn their points and have downloaded the student app so that they can monitor what they have accumulated. Some of my hardest behavior challenges have turned into major success stories because they are motivated by PBIS Rewards. Thank you for creating this program and helping teachers and students thrive!"

Rachel Sanchez  English Language Arts Teacher, North Oaks Middle School

"One thing I love about the program is the ease of leaving it for a sub to use. I always print the roster (with the students’ pictures) of each class I teach and the subs reward as needed. It provides them with an easier way to ID a child and reward for good choices. Plus, it keeps things consistent for the students. I also love the fact that the entire school is using the same system."

Jaymi Johnston  Teacher, Washington Middle School

"Our high school has tried many different tools to help reinforce positive behaviors, with varying degrees of success. We starting using the PBIS Rewards Incentives software in our classrooms and it has been lifesaver. Our kids are excited to know how many points they have accumulated, love to buy items in our store, and appreciate being positively recognized in a quick, easy, and meaningful way."

Kristine Eichholz  Principal, AIS First Avenue High School
So what can you do with Teacher Rewards?
Give teachers points just like students!
Track teacher purchases electronically and receive admin email notifications for fulfillment.

Examples
- GIFT CARDS
- SPA TREATMENT
- TROPHIES

Teachers love rewards, too!
Get all of your staff behind your PBIS program by recognizing them just like you recognize your students – because everyone loves to be recognized and everyone loves being rewarded!

ADVANCED REFERRAL SYSTEM

Completely Electronic
Proxy Submission
Referral Notifications
Closed-Loop View
360 Degree View

Customizable
- Infractions List
- Redirections List
- Motivations List
- Administrative Actions List